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The Function of the Condenser

T

he condenser is a heat exchanger
used to cool down the highpressure, high-temperature gas
refrigerant sent from the compressor
into a liquid refrigerant. In this
process, the heat released by the
condenser equals the sum of the
heat absorbed by the evaporator
and compression. The condenser
is constructed with tubes and
fins, and installed in the front of
the radiator. This position allows
cooling by the radiator or electric
fan. The refrigerant gas discharged
from the compressor exists in a
high temperature and pressure
state of approximately 1.7Mpa and
80 degrees centigrade, as shown in
the figure below at point “A”. The
refrigerant gas passing through the
tubes is cooled by outside air and
becomes liquefied at point “B” in the
following figure.
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This issue explains the condenser, which liquefies refrigerant sent
from the compressor, the receiver, for storing the refrigerant, and the
“Super-cooling condenser” which was recently released.
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Condensers are classified according to the differences in
construction of the tubes and fins, as explained below. The
compact, high performance multi-flow type condenser (also
called the parallel flow type), is used more than the conventional
2.50
（25.5）
serpentine type.

The plate fin type is constructed by
inserting and expanding the tube
inside the fin plate. The condenser is
large in size. The corrugated fin type
is constructed by bending the tubes
into a shape like a sharply winding
road, then inserting and joining the
fins between the tubes. Unlike the
plate fin type, the performance was
improved.

■ FIN & TUBE CONSTRUCTION
Plate fin type

Corrugated fin type
Tube

Plate fin
Tube

Corrugated
fin
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■■ SERPENTINE TYPE CONSTRUCTION
The heating efficiency of the this heat exchanger was
improved because the realization of 2 and 3-pass
types results in a decrease of the resistance. The
number of passes depends on the number of tubes
that are installed for the joints. This heat exchanger
is constructed by bending the tubes and inserting
corrugated fins, as explained in a previous section.

Serpentine 2-pass type

First pass
Second pass

Serpentine 3-pass type

First pass
Second pass
Third pass

■■ MULTI-FLOW TYPE (MF) CONSTRUCTION
Multi-flow (MF) U-turn type condenser

Multi-flow (MF) S-turn type condenser

The resistance is reduced in this type of condenser
because the refrigerant in the tubes at both ends of
the tank is flowing at the same time. The efficiency of
this type is greatly improved because the tubes can
be made thin and a large number of fins can be used.
Finally, the flow can be optimized by inserting partition
plates inside the tank.

Condenser Cooling And Installation Position
Condenser electric fan

Generally, the condenser is located in front of the radiator and fixed
to the vehicle body by a rubber base. In other words, the condenser
is independent of other parts. Some vehicles use the radiator fan to
cool the condenser, and other vehicles have an electric fan installed
for specifically cooling the condenser. The condenser fan speed is
controlled in two to three stages by the refrigerant pressure and engine
coolant temperature.

Radiator
electric fan
Condenser

Cooling air

(from the front)

Function of the Receiver
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Dryer
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Desiccant
Strainer

■■ Separation of gas and liquid in the refrigerant (Gas and liquid separation)

The receiver is located between the condenser and
expansion valve. The receiver separates the gaseous
refrigerant from the liquid refrigerant by the weight
difference and ensures a steady flow of liquid refrigerant
to be supplied to the expansion valve. Also, the dryer
and filter in the receiver removes moisture and dirt from
the refrigerant. Any moisture within the refrigeration
cycle will corrode parts or freeze inside the pores of the
expansion valve and inhibit the flow of the refrigerant.
The receiver is available as a block joint or union type,
depending on the differences in how the piping is
connected.

The receiver temporarily stores the refrigerant, and separates the
gaseous refrigerant from the liquid refrigerant. Depending on the
conditions of the outside air, the refrigerant that was cooled inside the
condenser is not always completely liquefied. The cooling efficiency
will decrease if gaseous refrigerant is fed to the expansion valve. Since,
liquid refrigerant settles to the bottom and gaseous refrigerant rises
to the top inside the receiver, the receiver separates the two with a
pipe which takes in the liquid refrigerant from the bottom. The liquid
refrigerant is then discharged from the receiver.
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Super-Cooling Condenser

C

ooling efficiency can be increased by super-cooling the liquid refrigerant that was fed from the condenser. However,
there were many problems during development with conventional technology, such as complicated construction,
weight increase, difficulty in installation, and increase in the amount of refrigerant. At last, these problems have been solved
with the development of the “Super-cooling condenser.” In comparison to the conventional receiver cycle, the development
of the multi-flow condenser and modulator has not only brought about an improvement in efficiency, but also a decrease in
the amount of refrigerant and weight, and easier installation.

Receiver cycle

Super-cooling cycle
Multi-flow condenser

Multi-flow condenser

Gas and liquid
separator
(Modulator)
Sight glass

Sight glass

Receiver tank
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■■ CONSTRUCTION

T

he conventional receiver cycle (condenser and receiver) fed only liquid to the evaporator after the gas and liquid
refrigerants (2nd phase) are condensed in the condenser and separated with the receiver. We were able to improve
cooling performance (Realization of high efficiency) with our newly developed super-cooling condenser, which is divided
into two sections for the condensing and super-cooling sections, with themodulator (gas and air separator) placed in the
middle of the cycle. The liquid refrigerant is cooled again to magnify the energy (entropy).
Desiccant

Modulator
(Gas and liquid separator)

Condensing section
・Cool the gas refrigerant into liquid refrigerant.

Gas refrigerant

Liquid refrigerant

Filter
・Removes foreign material
from the cycle.

Super-cooling section
・The liquid refrigerant (includes some gas) is cooled again
after passing through the condensing section and modulator
to produce close to 100% liquid refrigerant.
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Role of the Modulator (Gas & Liquid Separator)

T

he modulator plays the same role as the
conventional receiver. The major difference is the
construction of the super-cooling condenser, as shown
in the figure on the right. The refrigerant is sucked in
from the modulator and flows along the bottom to
the outlet. The separation is performed with excellent
efficiency, so that only liquid is sent to the supercooling section. The following explains how the gas
and liquid refrigerants are separated.
(1) Some portion of gas will enter the gas area (upper
section of the modulator) inside the tank depending
on the buoyancy, and be cooled and condensed by
the outside air. The liquid level is then maintained at a
balanced point between gas and liquid refrigerant.
(2) The liquid level will be pushed downward if the
amount of the incoming gas increases. As a result, an
additional amount of liquid refrigerant is supplied to
the refrigeration cycle.
(3) On the reverse, the liquid inside the tank will be
cooled if the amount of the incoming gas decreases.
The gas in the top section will also be condensed and
the liquid level will rise, and surplus refrigerant inside
the refrigeration cycle will be stored.

Modulator

Gas

Liquid

Condensing
section

High pressure
gas

Super-cooling
section

Super-cooling
liquid

When gas increases

When gas decreases

Modulator

Gas
Liquid level
drops

Modulator
Condensing
section

Condensing
section

Gas
Liquid level
raises

Gas increases
Liquid

Gas decreases

Sub-cooling
section

Sub-cooling
section

Liquid

Precautions on Refrigerant Gas Charging of the Super-Cooling Cycle

T

he bubble-free point when charging the refrigerant in the receiver cycle exists at the optimum cooling area OCA (level
area). However, the bubble free point in the super-cooling cycle is located before the OCA. Therefore, the super-cooling
cycle requires 50-100 grams of replenishment to reach the standard charging amount after the bubbles disappear. (The
cooling efficiency will have a tendency to be insufficient if refrigerant gas charging is stopped at the bubble-free point.) Overcharging will cause a degradation in fuel consumption and insufficient cooling efficiency.
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To be continued in the next issue
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Expansion Valve
■■ ROLE & STRUCTURE
The expansion valve has the following two roles.

1) The expansion valve converts high-temperature, high-pressure liquid refrigerant into a low-temperature, lowpressure mist by spraying it from small holes.

2) The amount of refrigerant is adjusted according to the gas state of the refrigerant in the evaporator. In order to

fully utilize the capacity of the evaporator, the liquid refrigerant must be kept in such a state that it always captures
the surrounding heat and is completely evaporated at the evaporator outlet. Therefore, the amount of refrigerant is
automatically controlled according to the changes in the temperature in the passenger compartment (the thermal
load) and the changes in the compressor rotation rate.

Below are representative expansion valve structures and features.

Join t c o n n e c t io n t y p e

B o x t y pe

Evaporator

Installation example

Expansion valve

Expansion valve

Diaphragm

Diaphragm
Temperature
sensing bulb

Outlet
Structure

Inlet

Temperature
sensing position

Features

Evaporator

Low-pressure
inlet
Outlet

Outlet
Temperaturesensing rod
High-pressure
inlet

Pressure
equalizing tube
External

Requires a connection between the
pressure equalizing tube and the
temperature sensing bulb.

Internal
Since the evaporator outlet refrigerant passes through
the inside of the box-type expansion valve,
the pressure and temperature can be detected internally.
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■■ REFRIGERANT AMOUNT ADJUSTMENT

T

he basic mechanism for adjusting the amount of refrigerant is provided by opening and closing the needle valve
that is connected directly to the diaphragm. In the diagram, refrigerant is sealed in the chamber A. The pressure in
the chamber A is high when the refrigerant temperature at the evaporator outlet is high and low when the refrigerant
temperature is low. (The mechanism for changing the pressure of Chamber A depends on the expansion valve
structure, so detailed operations are explained next.)

O

n the other hand, the refrigerant
evaporation pressure is applied
to Chamber B from the evaporator
outlet. Now, when a certain amount From receiver
(high pressure)
of refrigerant flows, the pressure of
Chambers A and B and the force of
the spring hold the needle valve at a
certain degree of opening. However,
Force from to spring
when the thermal load changes (for
example because the passenger
compartment temperature changes),
the pressure in Chamber A changes,
the needle valve moves left or right,
and the amount of refrigerant is
adjusted.

Diaphragm

Needle valve
B

A

Refrigerant gas sealed

Temperature of refrigerant at
the evaporator outlet transmitted
Evaporator

Compressor
(low pressure)

■■ BOX TYPE EXPANSION VALVE
(Evaporator)

Diaphragm

T

he structure consists of the diaphragm,
temperature-sensing rod, needle valve (ball), etc.
Refrigerant gas is sealed in the section above the
diaphragm. The evaporator outlet pressure is applied
to the bottom of the diaphragm.

Spring

Temperaturesensing rod
Needle valve
(From receiver)

(To compressor)

Evaporator
Temperaturesensing rod
Diaphragm

From receiver
(high pressure)
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Needle valve

To compressor
(low pressure)

T

he temperature-sensing rod senses the refrigerant
temperature after it has passed through the
evaporator. The temperature at this time is transmitted
to the diaphragm chamber top section through the
temperature-sensing rod. Therefore, the gas pressure
varies with the temperature, moving the temperaturesensing rod directly linked to the diaphragm and
adjusting the degree of opening of the needle valve.
When the evaporator outlet temperature is low
(when the thermal load is low)
he pressure of the gas in the diaphragm chamber
drops, the volume is reduced, the temperaturesensing rod moves to the right, and the needle valve
moves toward closed.

T

When the evaporator outlet temperature is high
(when the thermal load is high)
he pressure of the gas in the diaphragm chamber
rises, the volume is increased, the temperaturesensing rod moves to the left, and the needle valve
moves toward open.

T

■■ JOINT CONNECTION TYPE EXPANSION VALVE
The structure consists of the diaphragm, needle valve, temperature-sensing bulb, etc. and can be classified as follows
according to whether or not there is a pressure equalizing tube.

Diaphragm
chamber

Pressure
equalizing
tube

Temperaturesensing
bulb

Needle value

Type

Pressure equalizing tube

Application

External pressure equalizing type

Yes

Large capacity

Internal pressure equalizing type

No

Small capacity

Refrigerant gas is sealed into the temperature-sensing bulb, which is
installed at the evaporator outlet to detect the refrigerant temperature.
Also, the evaporator outlet pressure is applied to the bottom of the
diaphragm through the pressure equalizing tube.

The pressure of the gas in the temperature-sensing bulb is changed by the temperature of the refrigerant that has
passed through the evaporator and adjusts the degree of opening of the needle valve via the diaphragm.

<External pressure equalizing type>
Diaphragm

If the evaporation temperature is detected at the evaporator inlet, it
is affected by the internal path resistance, so the pressure is detected
through a pressure equalizing tube at the evaporator outlet.

Capillary tube

Pf

Needle valve
Pressure equalizing tube

Po＋Ps
Pf

Refrigerant
inlet
Pressure spring

Ps

Po

When the evaporator outlet temperature is low (when the
thermal load is low)
The pressure of the gas in the temperature-sensing bulb drops, the
volume is reduced, and the needle valve moves toward closed.
(Pf < Po + Ps)

Adjusting screw

Temperature-sensing bulb

When the evaporator outlet temperature is high (when the
thermal load is high)
The pressure of the gas in the temperature-sensing bulb rises, the
volume is increased, the needle valve moves toward open, and more
refrigerant is fed to the evaporator.

Po : Evaporator outlet pressure
Ps : Spring force
Pf : Gas pressure inside temperature-sensing bulb

(Pf > Po + Ps)

<Internal pressure equalizing type>

Capillary tube
Pf

Diaphragm

Pe＋Ps
Refrigerant
inlet
Pressure spring
Adjusting screw

The evaporator inlet pressure acts on the bottom of the diaphragm
through an orifice in the expansion valve.

Needle valve
Pf
Ps

Temperature-sensing surface

Pe : Evaporator inlet pressure
Ps : Spring force
Pf : Gas pressure inside temperature-sensing bulb

When the evaporator outlet temperature is low (when the
thermal load is low)
The pressure of the gas in the temperature-sensing bulb drops, the
volume is reduced, and the needle valve moves toward closed.
(Pf < Pe + Ps)
When the evaporator outlet temperature is high (when the
thermal load is high)
The pressure of the gas in the temperature-sensing bulb rises, the
volume is increased, and the needle valve moves toward open.
(Pf > Pe + Ps)
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Evaporator
■■ STRUCTURE AND OPERATION
Like the condenser, the evaporator has a simple structure made up of tubes and fins. There are the following types of
evaporators. (ST: single tank; MS: Multi-tank and super-slim structure)

Serpentine type

Drawn cup type
ST evaporator

MS evaporator

Refrigerant
inlet/outlet

Refrigerant
inlet

Refrigerant inlet
/outlet

Refrigerant
outlet

Refrigerant that has been converted to low temperature and low pressure in the expansion valve evaporates in large
amounts in the evaporator to cool the evaporator itself. The warm air in the passenger compartment is drawn in by the
blower fan and cooled by passing through the evaporator. This cooled air is blown out to the passenger compartment.
When warm air strikes the evaporator fins, if it is cooled below its condensation point, the humidity in the air condenses
out and forms water drops on the evaporator fins. This water is drained out of the vehicle through the drain hose.

■■ COOLING UNIT
The expansion valve, thermistor, etc. are built into the evaporator to form a single unit. Some models have a stand-alone
cooling unit (separate type) and others combine the evaporator and the heater core to form a single unit.

Separate type with blower, cooling unit,
and heater unit

One-piece cooling and heating unit

Heater core

Evaporator

Expansion valve
Expansion valve

Evaporator
Blower motor
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Blower motor

Heater core

Refrigeration Cycle Component Parts
A variety of control components and sensors are included to insure a safe and efficient refrigeration cycle.

Thermostat

Thermistor

EPR

Pressure switch

Pressure relief
valve

Temperature sensor
(for TV *1 compressor)

Sight glass
(For piping)
Magnetic clutch

Compressor rotation
sensor
(For receiver)

*1:TV………Through

vane
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Component Parts of Compressor
■■ MAGNETIC CLUTCH

Pressure relief valve
Magnetic
clutch

T

he compressor of a car air conditioner is driven by the car
engine through the drive belt. This requires a device to stop
or operate the compressor when the interior temperature of the
vehicle reaches a preset temperature or when the temperature
has become too high. This device is called the magnetic clutch
which is attached to the compressor.
The clutch hub of the magnetic clutch is connected to the
compressor shaft. When the air conditioner switch is not turned
on, the compressor is not being driven and only the pulley
rotates. When the air conditioning switch is turned on, an electric
current flows to a coil in the stator. The stator becomes a strong
electromagnet which exerts strong attraction on the clutch hub
to press-fit it to the pulley so that the compressor rotates.

Clutch hub
Damper

Rotation sensor

Pulley

Rotor
Stator
Stator coil
Bearing
Compressor
shaft

Stator coil

Clutch hub

Principle

■■ PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE (PRV)

Structure

Gas discharge route during operation

I

f the pressure on the high pressure side of the
refrigeration cycle should become abnormally
high for some reason, the pressure relief valve
operates to discharge part of the refrigerant.
Normally, the high pressure switch control
system will function first to stop operation of the
compressor so that the pressure relief valve does
not operate immediately.

Operational characteristics
Leak flow volume
(liters / min)

0
Pressure
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2.76
〔28.1

3.43
35.0

4.14 （MPa）
42.4 （kgf/cm2）〕

■■ COMPRESSOR ROTATION SENSOR (LOCK SENSOR)
Power steering pump

W

hen the compressor drive belt is hung together with
the power steering pump, should the compressor go
into a locked state and operation continues, this could cause
damage to the drive belt and have a negative effect on the
power steering function. The rotation sensor is used to
detect the revolution of the compressor. The rotation sensor
features a combination of an iron core and coil. A magnet
is also attached to a swash plate of the compressor. When
the swash plate (magnet) rotates, AC voltage is generated
in the rotation sensor. The unit compares the compressor
revolution and the engine revolution to detect slippage on
the belt. When the slippage rate goes beyond a set value, the
indicator on the air conditioning switch blinks to warn of the
abnormality and the magnetic clutch turns off.

Compressor

Crankshaft pulley

Dual attachment of belts
Swash plate

Rotation sensor
Sensor output waveform
1 rotation

Magnet

Detection of compressor revolution
(in case of swash plate method)

Temperature Sensor
Temperature sensor

A

vane-type compressor includes a temperature sensor
on the compressor head section. This temperature
sensor detects the temperature of the refrigerant. If the
refrigerant temperature becomes abnormally high, the
magnetic clutch is turned off to stop the compressor.

EPR (Evaporator Pressure Regulator)

T

he EPR (Evaporator Pressure Regulator) is a pressure
adjustment valve attached between the evaporator and
compressor. It regulates the pressure so that the refrigerant
pressure in the evaporator does not go below 0.18 MPa
(approx.1.9 kgf/cm2). This prevents frost in the evaporator.
When the refrigerant pressure is 0.18 MPa or higher, the
refrigerant temperature does not go below 0 degrees C. The
EPR method adjusts the volume of refrigerant returning from
the evaporator to the compressor to maintain the evaporation
pressure in the evaporator at a set value of 0.18 MPa (approx.
1.9 kgf/cm2) or higher and thus prevent frost.

Bellows

Pe

Ps
Piston

From evaporator.
To
compressor.

Metal bellows
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Thermistor, Thermostat

T

hese are attached to the back of the evaporator
to detect the evaporator temperature. When
warm air contacts the evaporator fins and is
cooled, the moisture in the air condenses so
that water droplets form on the evaporator
fins. If the temperature of the fins is cooled to 0
degrees C or less, the water droplets freeze and
become frost. This causes the heat exchange
efficiency of the evaporator to decline so that it
is impossible to obtain sufficient cooling power.
The thermistor employs the principle by which the
resistance value changes with the temperature
to detect the temperature of the evaporator. The
thermostat uses the principle by which the gas in
the heat sensing bulb expands in response to the
temperature to detect the evaporator temperature
and to turn the switch inside the thermostat ON
and OFF.

Evaporator
sensor

Thermistor

Main unit
Heat sensing bulb

Thermostat

Pressure Switch
Low/high
pressure contact

This is attached between the receiver and
expansion valve on the high pressure side of
the refrigeration cycle to detect the refrigerant
pressure. There are two types of pressure
switches:

Medium
pressure contact

(a) a dual type to detect abnormally high
pressure and abnormally low pressure with a
single switch,
(b) a triple type which also detects the medium
pressure.

Sight Glass

The sight glass is used to observe the condition of the refrigerant
R134 flowing through the refrigeration cycle. When air bubbles
are observed from this window, there is insufficient refrigerant. If
there are no air bubbles, the refrigerant amount is satisfactory.
The sight glass is generally attached to the receiver. If it cannot be
used on the top of the receiver due to the mounting conditions
of the receiver or in a case where a sub-cool condenser has been
mounted, an individual sight glass is used along the piping.
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